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WE’VE GOT GOALS!
Iconic protection brand SIXSIXONE sits within the newly formed Bravo Sports Bike
Division. Taking advantage of the restructured sales network, top level global
infrastructure and renewed drive to dominate the bike protection market.

“Number one protection
brand for mountain bikers”
With revitalised graphics and a brand new lightweight full face helmet we’re rolling into a
new season stacked full of enthusiasm..! Scope our 2018 product lineup here...
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RESET HELMET

RESET HELMET
Evolution of a classic.

A future industry staple, the 661 Reset Full Face helmet has been carefully crafted and developed from
the ground up to become the highlight of the 2018 661 range.
Recognisable from any angle, the all new Reset has been created with bold, dramatic features,
agressive angles and strong lead lines while maintaining core ventilation and maxium protection to
offer riders a performance, lightweight helmet at an affordable price point.
The Reset features 10+ ventilation ports, enlarged eyeport and specific goggle fitment.The end result of
working closely with our Product team, Sponsored Athletes, and Sales force to truly deliver the next step
of progression for 661 in the full face helmet market.
Designed as a “Lightweight” Helmet... We’ve refused to tag the Reset with a specific genre, Its versatility
to perform for all disciplines a modern rider tackles sets the Reset apart from the rest.
With comfort and fit a priority we outlined a comprehensive size range covering 7 shell sizes from XXS to
XXL.
Start at the beginning, Reset and Send it.
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RESET HELMET










Super Lightweight ABS shell
Large angular vents increase cold air intake and
heat exhaust flow through
Large sculpted eyeport for great vision and
goggle fitment
Complies to standards: CPSC, CE: 1078, AS/
NZS 2064
Sizes XXS-XXL

“The New Reset full-face doesn’t just look good, it’s a bargain too.
Considering it’ll set you back just £75 it’s impressive to see that
SixSixOne are offering it in seven sizes from XXS to XXL.There are 10
Vents to help cool things down. It’s secured with our preferred double
D-ring closure and it comes in four colours.”
MBUK Magazine - 2018’s Most Wanted - November Issue 2017.
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MIDNIGHT BLACK

MATADOR RED

RESET HELMET










Super Lightweight ABS shell
Large angular vents increase cold air intake and
heat exhaust flow through
Large sculpted eyeport for great vision and
goggle fitment
Complies to standards: CPSC, CE: 1078, AS/
NZS 2064
Sizes XXS-XXL

TUNDRA WHITE

EVOAM HELMETS:
Contego EPS material
Fidlock closure system
 Light and well-ventilated design through in-molded
construction with 15 vents
 Secure and micro-adjustable with the 360˙ Boa®
Fit System
 Additional protection through extended rear
shell coverage
 Precise fit for all with 3 shell sizes
 Plush interior liner made with antimicrobial fabric
 Sizes XS/S, M/L, XL-XXL



ORANGE/BLUE
CARRY FORWARD

METALLIC BLACK
CARRY FORWARD

MATADOR RED

EVO AM HELMET
We chose the best retention system on the planet, the BOA FS360. The original leader in microadjustability and customization to be sure our helmet ‘fit’ is the best on the market. With a lifetime
warranty on the entire BOA System you are Dialed In For Life.
In place of standard EPS foam liners we substituted Contego EPS Foam. Contego Foam is superior
to EPS foam with far greater impact absorption. In laboratory testing Contego has been shown to
decrease energy transmitted during an impact.
The most common type of impact that occurs during a crash is an angular impact. During an
angular impact, a rider’s brain is subjected to strains caused by rotational acceleration. MIPS (Multidirectional Impact Protection System) is a thin liner placed inside the helmet between the shell and
the comfort liner. This liner acts similarly to the fluid in your skull and works to reduce the acceleration
of your brain.
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MATADOR RED

ALL DAY LONG COMFORT
+ Three independent shell sizes for best fit depending on head
shape
and size
+ MIPS option in all sizes and colors, (Multidirectional
Impact Protection System).

XS/S

M/L

XL/XXL

EVOAM PATROL HELMETS:
New helmet offering at the Recon price point
3 separate shell sizes - XS/SM, MD/LG, XL/XXL
 BOA fit system for micro-adjustment
 Adjustable visor
 Extended coverage on rear for aggressive trail riders
 Removable microbial liner with increased coverage
provides for improved fit and less pressure points.
 15 oversized ventilation ports
 Available with and without MIPS
 Sizes XS/S, M/L, XL-XXL



MATTE GRAY

CARRY FORWARD

BLACK/WHITE
CARRY FORWARD
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AUTUMN ORANGE

EVOAM PATROL
ALL DAY LONG COMFORT
+ Three independent shell sizes for best fit depending on head
shape
and size
+ MIPS option in all sizes and colors, (Multidirectional
Impact Protection System).

XS/S

M/L

XL/XXL

RECONSCOUT HELMETS:
All day comfort with super light in-molded construction
Extreme venting and weight reduction with
multiple vents
 Excellent protection with extended drop at rear
 Precise fit with an adjustable retention system
 Complies to standards: CPSC, CE: 1078, AS/NZS 2063
 Sizes S/M, L/XL



BLACK/GRAY
CARRY FORWARD

WHITE/RED

CARRY FORWARD

MATTE GRAY
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HELMETS

MATTE GRAY

RECON SCOUT HELMET
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ASH MULLANE
& HABY-BLU CANN MULLANE
“661 Real Riders - Madeira ‘17”

EVOLS JACKET:













BLACK

CARRY FORWARD



Removable D30 in the shoulder, elbow and hip meeting
CE 1621:1 standards
Back D30 meeting CE 1621:2 standard with pocket
doubling as a hydration holder with hose routing.
Wide neck opening, raised stomach panel, generous
under arm cutouts, elbow openings and full zipper all
contribute to comfort while in the riding position
Elbow strap to hold protection in place while riding and
at impact
PADLOCK connection system attaches to your Evo shorts
to keep jacket from riding up
Laminated EVA in chest and hip areas moves with you
Back storage pockets to stash your nutrition, small tool
or key
Sizes S-XL

EVOSS JACKET:











BLACK

CARRY FORWARD
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Removable D30 in the shoulder and hip meeting CE
1621:1 standards
Back D30 meeting CE 1621:2 standard with pocket
doubling as a hydration holder with hose routing.
Wide neck opening, raised stomach panel, generous
under arm cutouts, and full zipper all contribute to
comfort while in the riding position
PADLOCK connection system attaches to your Evo and
Rage elbow pads and Evo shorts to keep jacket from
riding up
Laminated EVA in chest and hip areas moves with you
Back storage pockets to stash your nutrition, small tool
or key
Sizes S-XL

The
our system is the Evo Jackets and Evo Shorts that can snap into an array of our elbow and knee pads. We didn’t stop there; to help our

LOCK IT AND FORGET IT.
SHORT SLEEVE COMPRESSION TOP CONNECTS
WITH THE FOLLOWING ELBOW PADS:

CONNECTION POINT

SHORT SLEEVE
TO ELBOW PAD

CONNECTION POINT

COMPRESSION TOP
TO COMPRESSION SHORT

COMPRESSION SHORT CONNECTS
WITH THE FOLLOWING KNEE PADS:

CONNECTION POINT

CONNECTION POINT

EVO SHORT:











BLACK

CARRY FORWARD



Removable D30 hip pads for CE 1621:1 protection
Comfortable lycra construction with laminated EVA
foam for thigh and coccyx protection and articulation
while pedaling
Premium moisture managing gel chamois
(chamois version)
Silicon printing to keep leg openings
from creeping
PADLOCK connection system attaches to Evo
Jackets and Evo/Rage/Recon knee pads
Available with / without Chamois
Sizes S-XL

RAGEKNEEPADS

An Enduro pad built from our World Championship winning
Downhill kneepad
The Rage kneepad was developed parallel to the Downhill Rage Hard kneepad.The chassis, side
protection and the knee cap protection are the same, with the exception of the plastic outer knee cap.
Designed to be used for Enduro racing, the key point was to make them light, breathable, flexible while
still delivering great protection on the knee area.The chassis development has been validated by Loic
Bruni and his team mates during the 2015/2016 World Cup downhill season.
The result is a perfect, low profile, soft and extremely pedal friendly knee pad which weights only 346g
per pair in size medium.

The Rage knee is the pad of choice for Kyle Strait and Tomas Lemoine who
are always looking for maximum protection and ultimate freedom
of movement.

WEIGHT

AVAILABLE SIZES

KNEE 346g (M)
KNEE/SHIN 366g (M)

S, M, L, XL

KEY BENEFITS

PROTECTION EXTRAS
+ Internal flexible protection cap with high abrasion resistance outer.
+ Added protection to the upper knee area.
+ Side padding from perforated EVA bio-foam.

SECURING FEATURES
+ Low profile hook and loop to secures the pads in place.
+ Upper and lower elastic with Silicon printing. Keeps the pad in place
when riding
+ Strap tunnel prevents the strap from moving.

CHASSIS DESIGN
+ Perforated EVA bio-foam sandwiched in mesh for articulation,
breathability and side impact protection.
+ Back of knee opening to reduce chafing and improve air flow.
+ Elastic strap over calf to keep the pad in place and close to the leg.
+ Full back open with mesh increases ventilation
+ Upper knee articulation for pedaling efficiency.
+ 173g per pad.
+ Low profile design
+ Easily fits under pants.
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PROTECTION

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

LOW PROFILE HOOK AND LOOP

The low profile hook and loop strap connection is a secure way to
keep your knee pads on tight and in place.The low profile also means
that it doesn’t hook onto pants and itself like regular hook and loop.

PADLOCK CONNECTION SYSTEM

Our own designed technology that inner-connects protection pieces
so your pads won’t migrate.The core of our system is the Evo Jackets
and Evo Shorts that can snap into our Recon knee and elbow pads.

RAGEHARDKNEEPADS
Downhill specific kneepad

External hard cap for the highest level of protection and the ability to slide. Lightweight materials, low
profile design and extended coverage on the shin.These were the key points Loic highlighted in our
early conversations when starting to work on the development of this pad. Add to this a lot of sketching
on his part and some meetings with our product team regarding his specific requirements and the
project was launched.

Developed by 2015 Downhill World Champion Loic Bruni
Loic and his team mates, Loris and Finn, tested the pads during the 2015 Downhill Worldcup season,
which provided us great “real life” field testing at the highest level of competition.
The rest is History: In September 2015, Loic took the win at the Downhill World Championships in Andorra
wearing the Rage Hard knee pads that had just been launched to the public at the beginning of the
month.

WEIGHT

AVAILABLE SIZES

KNEE 366g (M)
KNEE/SHIN 386g (M)

S, M, L, XL

KEY BENEFITS

HARDCAP
+ Plastic external knee cap for added protection and to deflect impacts.
Allows the pad to “slide” at high speed, reducing the force of the impact
+ Perforated EVA bio-foam sandwiched in mesh for articulation,
breathability and side impact protection.

PROTECTION EXTRAS
+ Internal flexible protection cap with high abrasion resistance outer.
+ Added protection to the upper knee area.
+ Side padding from perforated EVA bio-foam.
+ Upper knee articulation for pedaling efficiency.

SECURING FEATURES
+ Low profile hook and loop to secures the pads in place.
+ Upper and lower elastic with Silicon printing. Keeps the pad in place
when riding
+ Strap tunnel prevents the strap from moving.

CHASSIS DESIGN
+ Back of knee opening to reduce chafing and improve air flow.
+ Elastic strap over calf to keep the pad in place and close to the leg.
+ Full back open with mesh increases ventilation
+ Low profile design.
+ Easily fits under pants.
+ Available in “knee-shin” version for the riders looking for added protection
of the shin area.
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PROTECTION

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

LOW PROFILE HOOK AND LOOP

The low profile hook and loop strap connection is a secure way to
keep your knee pads on tight and in place.The low profile also means
that it doesn’t hook onto pants and itself like regular hook and loop.

PADLOCK CONNECTION SYSTEM

Our own designed technology that inner-connects protection pieces
so your pads won’t migrate.The core of our system is the Evo Jackets
and Evo Shorts that can snap into our Recon knee and elbow pads.

RECONPADS

The ultimate Trail and All-Mountain knee pad
The Recon knee pad was specifically designed for Trail and All-Mountain riders
looking for minimalist protection that will provide them the protection they need,
while not compromising on comfort and flexibility.
We created these pads to be ultra-light and technical so that you can wear
them on every ride. No need to put these in your bag on the climbs, the Recon is
comfortable enough to wear all the time.
We designed the Recon to become an essential part of your riding kit, just like
your helmet or your gloves.

The best weight to protection ratio of any pad on the
market
When riding up and down trails, you can’t decide when you need to be
protected. The best option is to be protected at all times. With the Recon, this is
possible.The Recon Pads are also available as elbow pads.

WEIGHT

AVAILABLE SIZES

KNEE 72gm (L)
ELBOW 70gm (L)

S, M, L, XL

KEY BENEFITS

MODERN ALL-MOUNTAIN SPECIFIC DESIGN
+ Silicon print on both entries of the chassis helps protection stays in place
when riding
+ Elastic on calf keeps the lower portion of the pad in place while pedaling

GREAT COMFORT FOR BEST PEDALING EFFICIENCY
+ Slide-on specific chassis. Mesh and open back design for decreased
weight and maximum ventilation. No straps to adjust or add weight.
Single rear calf band holds the lower portion of the pad in place
+ Open chassis with mesh; breathable, pedal friendly, lightweight
+ Designed specifically for bicycle usage, specific area covered
- Specifically designed for mountain biking
- Pedal friendly with multiple flex channels
- Side coverage to protect from frame impacts
- Upper shin coverage
GREAT PROTECTION
+ Thin XRD® material provides great impact protection, outstanding flexibility
and the ability to absorb repeated impacts
+ Protection part designed by 661. Specifically designed for mountain
biking to be pedal friendly with multiple flex channels. Contains side
coverage to protect from frame impacts as well as upper shin coverage
+ Lightweight
+ Slim design, no bulk.
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PROTECTION

KNEE

CARRY FORWARD

ELBOW

CARRY FORWARD

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

XRD® PROTECTION

The XRD® protection difference is especially apparent at high speed
impact.The soft contouring material instantly dissipates force upon
impact – absorbing up to 90% of energy at high speed impact.

PADLOCK CONNECTION SYSTEM

Our own designed technology that inner-connects protection pieces
so your pads won’t migrate.The core of our system is the Evo Jackets
and Evo Shorts that can snap into our Recon knee and elbow pads.

RAGE KNEE/SHIN:
Brand new low profile chassis that protects from the knee
down to the ankle
 PADLOCK connection system attaches to the Evo shorts
to keep the pads in place
 Internal flexible knee impact cap covered by kevlar
 Stretch mesh sandwiches dense perforated impact EVA
on the inside and outside of knee and shin
 Internal silicon printing on top and bottom elastic and in
knee pocket area holds the pads in place
 CE 1621:1
 Sizes S-XL


BLACK

CARRY FORWARD

RAGE KNEE:
Brand new low profile chassis that has a larger knee
protection area
 PADLOCK connection system attaches to the Evo shorts
to keep the pads in place
 Internal flexible knee impact cap covered by kevlar
 Stretch mesh sandwiches dense perforated impact EVA
on the inside & outside of knee
 Rear of pad is breathable stretch mesh
 Internal silicon printing on top and bottom elastic and in
knee pocket area holds the pads in place
 CE 1621:1
 Sizes S-XL


BLACK

CARRY FORWARD
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PROTECTION

EVO KNEE:
Improved sizing and more pre-curving this year for a
dramatic fit improvement
 D30 knee insert behind tough kevlar material is CE
1621:1 rated
 PADLOCK connection system attaches to Evo shorts
 Reflective icon badging will glow at night and in pictures
 Hook and loop closure
 Sizes S-XL


BLACK

CARRY FORWARD

EVO ELBOW:
Improved sizing and more pre-curving this year for a
dramatic fit improvement
 D30 elbow insert behind tough kevlar material is
CE 1621:1 rated
 PADLOCK connection system attaches to
Evo SS Jacket
 Reflective icon badging will glow at night
and in pictures
 Hook and loop closure
 Sizes S-XL


BLACK

CARRY FORWARD

RAGE HARD KNEE/SHIN:
Brand new low profile chassis that protects from the knee
down to the ankle
 PADLOCK connection system attaches to the Evo shorts
to keep the pads in place
 Internal flexible knee impact cap covered in kevlar with
hard cap sewn over top to deflect and help slide in
a crash
 Stretch mesh sandwiches dense perforated impact EVA
on the inside, outside of knee and shin
 Rear of pad is breathable stretch mesh
 Internal silicon printing on top and bottom elastic and in
knee pocket area
 Back of calf elastic and hook and loop closures assist in
keeping the pads in place
 CE 1621:1
 Sizes S-XL


BLACK

CARRY FORWARD

RAGE HARD KNEE:
Brand new low profile chassis that has a larger knee
protection area
 PADLOCK connection system attaches to the Evo shorts
to keep the pads in place
 Internal flexible knee impact cap covered in kevlar with
hard cap sewn over top to deflect and help slide in
a crash
 Stretch mesh sandwiches dense perforated impact EVA
on the inside, outside of knee
 Rear of pad is breathable stretch mesh
 Internal silicon printing on top and bottom elastic and in
knee pocket area
 Back of calf elastic and hook and loop closures assist in
keeping the pads in place
 CE 1621:1
 Sizes S-XL


BLACK

CARRY FORWARD
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PROTECTION

RAGE ELBOW:
Brand new low profile chassis allows maximum
arm flexibility
 Internal hard cap below stretch kevlar protects and
deflects elbow and forearm impacts
 PADLOCK connection system attaches to the Evo SS
Jacket to keep the pads in place
 Stretch mesh sandwiches dense perforated impact EVA
on the inside and outside of the elbow
 Internal silicon printing with two elastic straps hold the
pads in place
 CE 1621:1
 Sizes S-XL


BLACK

CARRY FORWARD

BLACK

BLACK

CARRY FORWARD

COMPAM KNEE:
Brand new chassis
Fits and works in conjunction with Comp AM Shin
 Internal flex tech rubber knee protection is comfortable
and articulates with you
 Pre-curved chassis with abrasion resistance and durable
ballistic nylon
 Stays secure with hook and loop closures
 CE 1621:1
 Sizes S-XL

CARRY FORWARD

COMPAM ELBOW:
Brand new chassis
Internal flex tech rubber elbow protection is comfortable
and articulates with you
 Maximum pre-curved chassis to help eliminate
bunching with abrasion resistance and durable
ballistic nylon
 Stays secure with hook and loop bicep strap
 CE 1621:1
 Sizes S-XL
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FILTERSPDSHOES

The evolution of the original SPD, “skate-styled” bike shoe.
The new Filter SPD shoe was designed to provide comfort and performance
in a casual package.
A softer rubber compound on the outsole provides better grip when unclipped and when walking. Stiff
enough for great power transfer
with just enough flex to be comfortable on long descents and in technical terrain.
Great protection around the ankle and at the toe box for aggressive riding.
Ergonomically shaped heel cup keeps your foot in place for maximum stability without having to over
tighten your laces. Casual skate inspired look stays true to the Filter
Shoe heritage.

Any rider looking for a great durable shoe. Stiff enough to deliver power
in each pedal stroke, yet comfortable when walking or hiking your bike
without slipping and sliding around.
KEY BENEFITS

STRENGTH IN THE RIGHT AREAS
+ Wide toe box fits all foot shapes and provides room for expansion
+ Reinforced custom molded toe box for maximum protection on
aggressive rides in rough terrain

BLACK SPD

GRAY

ASSYMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION
+ Softer foam used around the heel cup for increased comfort
+ Ergonomically shaped and padded heel cup keeps your foot in place
SPD while pedaling, without having to over tighten your laces
+ Asymmetrical heel cup area with raised inner ankle protection prevents
the ankle from hitting the chainstay and crankarm

SOLE OF THE SHOE
+ New rubber compound on outsole to provide increased grip in
unclipped situations
+ Internal nylon shank adds stiffness for maximum pedaling efficiency
+ Flexible sole where necessary for increased comfort on long descents
and technical parts of the trail

KEEPING IT TIGHT
+ Cushioned tongue prevents pressure points when tightening laces
+ Breathable mesh on tongue and strategic vent panels to keep feet dry
+ Power strap allows you to cinch down the shoe as well as hold the laces
in place

WEIGHT

AVAILABLE SIZES

SPD 482gm/shoe (10)

6, 7, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 11, 12 and 13

208 MSRP
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FOOTWEAR

AVAILABLE COLORS

BLACK SPD

GRAY SPD

FILTERFLATSHOES
The flat bike shoe that keeps on pedaling.

The Filter Flat shoe was designed to provide comfort and performance
in a casual package.
A softer rubber compound on the outsole provides great grip when walking. Stiff enough for great
power transfer good flex to grip the pedals.
Great protection around the ankle and at the toe box for aggressive riding.
Ergonomically shaped heel cup keeps your foot in place for maximum stability without having to over
tighten your laces. Casual skate inspired look stays true to the Filter Shoe heritage.

Any rider looking for a great durable shoe. Stiff enough to handle big
landings yet flexible enough to feel
the pedals and allow needed freedom of movement.
KEY BENEFITS

STRENGTH IN THE RIGHT AREAS
+ Wide toe box fits all foot shapes and provides room for expansion
+ Reinforced custom molded toe box for maximum protection on
aggressive rides in rough terrain

ASSYMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION
+ Softer foam used around the heel cup for increased comfort
+ Ergonomically shaped and padded heel cup keeps your foot in place
while pedaling, without having to over tighten your laces
+ Asymmetrical heel cup area with raised inner ankle protection prevents
the ankle from hitting the chainstay and crankarm

SOLE OF THE SHOE
+ New rubber compound on outsole to provide maximum grip
+ Great combo between flexibility and stiffness

KEEPING IT TIGHT
+ Cushioned tongue prevents pressure points when tightening laces
+ Breathable mesh on tongue and strategic vent panels to keep feet dry

WEIGHT

AVAILABLE SIZES

FLAT 438gm/shoe (10)

6, 7, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 11, 12 and 13
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FOOTWEAR

AVAILABLE COLORS

BLACK FLAT

GRAY FLAT

KYLESTRAIT

“CRANKWORX WHISTLER ‘17”
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EVOGLOVES:








BLUE/RED








Comfortable and breathable construction from multiple
panel specific materials
Pre-curved D3O® knuckle piece for maximum mobility
and impact resistance
Additional abrasion resistance from direct inject
knuckle embellishments
Increased comfort and durability from Clarino® palm
Enhanced feel and control from silicone printed
finger tips
Micro-fibre thumb sweat wipe
Hook and loop wrist closure tab for secure
customizable fit
Sizes XS-XXL
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ULTRA

GLOVES

EVO GLOVE

LTRAMARINE

RAGE GLOVES:














Comfortable and functional construction with multiple,
panel-specific materials
Additional impact resistance from Airprene knuckle and
direct inject embellishments
Increased venting from perforated palm and mesh back
of hand panel
Increased strength and durability from double layer
palm overlay
Enhanced grip and control with silicone print on
finger tips
Secure fit with hook and loop wrist closure
Micro-fibre thumb
Sizes XS-XXL

BLACK
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GLOVES

RAGE GLOVE

CARRY OVER
GRAY

RAJI GLOVES:







CARRY OVER
BLACK & WHITE

CARRY OVER
TROPICS
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Lightweight, ventilated construction with stretch twill top
of hand mesh back of hand
Increased breathability with perforated single layer palm
Enhanced grip and control with silicone
printed fingertips
Additional venting and comfort from stretch mesh
finger gussets
Stretch twill hook and loop closure strap for secure fit
and reduced weight
Sizes XS-XXL

GLOVES

RAJI GLOVE

CARRY OVER
LINES - RED

COMP GLOVES:









Reduced bulk and weight from Spandura® back of
hand and cuffless construction
Enhanced feel from single layer synthetic leather palm
Increased control from silicone printed finger tips
Mesh finger side panels for increased ventilation
Index finger and thumb feature touchscreen compatible
silicone ink
Sizes XS-XXL

YOUTH
COMPGLOVES:
Reduced bulk and weight from Spandura® back of
hand and cuffless construction
 Enhanced feel from single layer synthetic leather palm
 Increased control from silicone printed finger tips
 Mesh finger side panels for increased ventilation
 Sizes XS-L


RED

TRIPPY
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GLOVES

COMP GLOVE

YOUTH
COMPAM KNEE:
Brand new chassis
Fits and works in conjunction with Comp AM Shin
 Internal flex tech rubber knee protection is comfortable
and articulates with you
 Pre-curved chassis with abrasion resistance and durable
ballistic nylon
 Stays secure with hook and loop closures
 CE 1621:1
 OSFA



BLACK

CARRY FORWARD

YOUTH
COMPAM ELBOW:
Brand new chassis
Internal flex tech rubber elbow protection is comfortable
and articulates with you
 Maximum pre-curved chassis to help eliminate
bunching with abrasion resistance and durable
ballistic nylon
 Stays secure with hook and loop bicep strap
 CE 1621:1
 OSFA



BLACK

CARRY FORWARD
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YOUTH

YOUTH
COMPPRESSURESUIT:
Durable protection with EVA caps in the shoulder, elbow
and back
 Articulating back armor aids in mobility
 Bio-foam chest and under armor areas
 Elastic straps hold protection in place
 Full front zip
 Lightweight moisture wicking open mesh chassis
is breathable
 CE 1621:1
 Sizes YM-YL


BLACK

CARRY FORWARD

YOUTH
RAGE KNEE:
Brand new low profile chassis that has a larger knee
protection area
 Internal flexible knee impact cap covered by kevlar
 Stretch mesh sandwiches dense perforated impact
EVA on the inside, outside of knee
 Rear of pad is breathable stretch mesh
 Internal Silicon printing on top and bottom
elastic and in knee pocket area
 OSFA


BLACK

CARRY FORWARD

STANDARD SNAPBACK:



Novelty Trucker
OSFA

BLACK

RIDE FAST ZIPHOODIE:
Hooded Zip Up fleece with screen printed logos
Kangaroo front pocket
 Custom SixSixOne label package



HEATHER GRAY
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CASUAL

NUMERIC TEE:
Premium tee with custom logo graphics
Custom SixSixOne label package
 Sizes S-XXL



RED

BLACK

TROPICS TEE:
Premium tee with custom logo graphics
Custom SixSixOne label package
 Sizes S-XXL



HEATHER GRAY

COMP PRESSURESUIT:
Durable protection with EVA caps in the shoulder, elbow
and back
 Articulating back armor aids in mobility
 Bio-foam chest and under armor areas
 Elastic straps hold protection in place
 Full front zip
 Lightweight moisture wicking open mesh chassis
is breathable
 CE 1621:1
 Sizes S-XL


BLACK

CARRY FORWARD

RESET HELMET
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Super Lightweight ABS shell
Large angular vents increase cold air intake and
heat exhaust flow through
Large sculpted eyeport for great vision and
goggle fitment
Complies to standards: CPSC, CE: 1078, AS/
NZS 2064
Sizes XXS-XXL

COMP KNEE:
Maximum knee and shin protection with polypropylene
external shells
 Internal EVA foam with mesh is soft and comfortable
 Great fit and adjustment through asymmetrical design
and elastic straps
 CE 1621:1
 Sizes S-L


WHITE

CARRY FORWARD

RENTAL

COMP ELBOW:
Maximum elbow and forearm protection with
polypropylene external shells
 Internal EVA foam with mesh is soft and comfortable
 Great fit and adjustment through asymmetrical design
and elastic straps
 CE 1621:1
 Sizes S-L


WHITE

CARRY FORWARD

2017/18 SIZING CHART

GLOVES / WRIST GUARDS (

FULL FACE - RESET (CIRCUMFERENCE)
XXS
(CM)

XS

49 - 51 52 - 54

S

M

L

XL

XXL

55 - 56

57 - 59

60 - 61

62 - 63

64 -65

(CM)

M/L
57 - 59

(CM)

ELBOW PADS - RAGE (HARD ELB
(CM)
TOP OPENING (width)
BOTTOM OPENING (width)

L / XL
59 - 61

ELBOW PADS - COMP (WIDTH AS F

FULL FACE - COMP (CIRCUMFERENCE)

(CM)

XS
52 - 54

S
55 - 56

M
10.8

(CM)
TOP OPENING (width)
BOTTOM OPENING (width)

XL / XXL
60 - 62

OPEN FACE HELMET - RECON (CIRCUMFERENCE)
S/M
55 - 59

S
10.4

ELBOW PADS - RECON (WIDTH AS

OPEN FACE HELMET - EVO AM (CIRCUMFERENCE)
XS / S
52 - 56

(CM)

M
57 - 59

L
59 - 60

(CM)
TOP OPENING (width)
BOTTOM OPENING (width)

XL
60 -62

BODY - EVO LS / SS / SUB GEAR / PROTECTION SUITS

ELBOW PADS - EVO (WIDTH AS FLAT

(CIRCUMFERENCE)

(CM)
CHEST
WAIST

S

M

L

XL

XXL

89 - 94

96 - 101

104 - 109

112 - 117

112 - 127

68 - 74

74 - 79

79 - 84

84 - 89

89 - 94

(CM)
TOP OPENING (width)
BOTTOM OPENING (width)

SHIN PADS - COMP (WIDTH AS FLAT
BODY - CORESAVER (CIRCUMFERENCE)
(CM)
CHEST
WAIST

YTH
74 - 81
59 - 69

EVO SHORTS

S/M
89 - 101
69 - 79

L/XL
104 - 117
79 - 89

(CM)
LENGTH
UPPER WIDTH (width)
BOTTOM WIDTH (width)

XXL
122 - 127
89 - 94

(WAIST SIZE)

WAIST OPENING (Inch)
WAIST OPENING (CM)

S
23- 28
58- 71

INFO@SIXSIXONE.COM
208 AVENIDA FABRICANTE,
• SIXSIXONE.COM
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M
25- 30
58- 76

L
27- 32
68- 81

XL
28- 36
71- 91

SIZE
SIZECHART
CHART

RDS (WIDTH OF PALM)
M
10.8

KNEE PADS - RECON (WIDTH AS FLAT)

L
11.2

XL
11.6

XXL
12

(CM)
LENGTH
TOP OPENING (width)
BOTTOM OPENING (width)

S
32
14.5
11.5

M
33
15
12

L
34
15.5
12.5

XL
35
16
13

DTH AS FLAT)

S
12.5
10

h)

M
13
10.5

L
13.5
11

XL
14
11.5

D ELBOW / HARD AIR) (WIDTH AS FLAT)

h)

S

M

L

XL

13.5 - 15.5

14 - 16

14.5 - 16.5

15 - 17

10.5 - 11

11 - 11.5

11.5 - 12

12 - 12.5

S
13
10

M
13.5
10.5

L
14
11

XL
14.5
11.5

S
21- 26
18- 23

M
26- 31
23- 28

L
31- 36
28- 33

XL
36- 41
33- 38

S
29
40
29

M
30
41
30

L
31
42
31

XL
32
43
32

H AS FLAT)

h)

KNEE PADS - RAGE KNEE & RAGE HARDSHELL (WIDTH AS FLAT)
(CM)
LENGTH
TOP OPENING (width)
BOTTOM OPENING (width)

S
41
18.5
10.5

M
42
19
11

L
43
19.5
11.5

XL
44
20
12

L
49
19.5
11.5

XL
50
20
12

M
43- 48
36- 40

L
48- 53
41- 46

XL
53- 56
46- 51

M
33.5
18
14.5

L
34.5
18.5
15

XL
35.5
19
15.5

KNEE PADS - RAGE (HARD) KNEE SHIN (WIDTH AS FLAT)
(CM)
LENGTH
TOP OPENING (width)
BOTTOM OPENING (width)

S
47
18.5
10.5

M
48
19
11

KNEE PADS - EVO, EXO KNEE SHIN (WIDTH AS FLAT)
(CM)
TOP OPENING (width)
BOTTOM OPENING (width)

S
38- 43
31- 36

AS FLAT)

h)

AS FLAT)

KNEE PADS - COMP (WIDTH AS FLAT)
(CM)
LENGTH
TOP OPENING (width)
BOTTOM OPENING (width)

S
32.5
17.5
14

ANKLE SUPPORT (EURO SHOE SIZE)

EU- SIZE

S
38 - 40.5

NOTES;
The following measurements are provided strictly as a guide for suggested sizing - for Protection - all sizing based on flat width of pad. We
recommend trying on all gear to ensure the correct fit and optimal
protection.
*Please note* - All RAGE & RECON pads size up relatively small and
require a process of “bedding in” to get the perfect fit, Pads should feel
tight for the first few rides but then stretch and settle for the perfect fit.

M
40.5 - 43

L
43 - 46
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